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ABSTRACT

Beach-going represents a major economic use of the California coast and ocean. Concession stands, paid parking lots, and waterfront restaurants reveal that beach-goers contribute to a thriving coastal market economy. We draw on estimates of beach non-market values and estimates of beach visitation in California to estimate the potential economic value of day-use beach-going in the state. A number of different sources estimate beach visitation days for California. These estimates of annual beach visitation range from 150 million visits to more than 378 million beach visits. Using a conservative estimate of 150 million beach visits, we estimate that market expenditures by beach-goers in California could substantially exceed $3 billion each year. Less obvious, however, is the economic magnitude of beach values that never enter the market. These non-market values represent the value that day users place on access to the beach beyond what they pay in terms of travel costs, parking fees and tolls. Beaches in California represent a recreational and open-space resource that provides a level of public access rarely matched elsewhere in the United States. Using a conservative estimate of 150 million beach visits, and a range of estimates for the non-market value of a California beach day, we estimate that non-market expenditures by beach-goers in California could substantially exceed $2 billion each year.
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INTRODUCTION

Beach recreation is a cornerstone of the California coastal economy and even California culture. For at least four decades, Hollywood has carefully documented the California beach life. A more complete and accurate assessment of the number of actual beach users and the economic value of beach use, however, has only just begun. Nevertheless, the emerging picture of beach visitation and the potential value of market and non-market economic impacts of beach use in California corroborate the obvious importance of beach visitation for the California coastal economy.

The California Coastal Act protects access to public beaches throughout California. As a result, beaches are an important source of recreational open space for Californians with as many as 63.4 percent of all Californians making at least one visit to a California beach each year – 2.5 times the national average (California Department of Boating and Waterways [CDBW] 2002). A survey by the Public Policy Institute of California (PPIC 2003) finds that 72 percent of all Californians make at least one trip to the beach each year.

Day trips to beaches generate two distinct kinds of economic impact for the coastal and ocean economy: market expenditures and non-market consumer surplus values. The former represents 1) economic input for the local economy when visitors from out of the area spend money, and 2) a transfer of spending occurs from other activities to beach activities when visitors are local residents. While not technically a value from society’s perspective, expenditures are important because they allow the analyst to better understand what profits, employment, wages and taxes may be associated with beach spending. In California, day visitors to beaches spend money locally on food, beverages, parking and beach-related activities and rentals (e.g., body boards, umbrellas, etc.). In addition, beach-goers may purchase more durable goods to better enjoy beaches including surfboards, umbrellas and towels. To date, only the variable expenditures of beach-goers in California have been estimated. King (1999) estimated the fiscal impact of beaches in California and reported that, in 1998, California’s combined day visitors and tourists spent $14 billion dollars ($16.4 billion in 2005 dollars) on beach-related expenditures (King 1999).1

Two other studies examine beach-related expenditures by day visitors in California. A survey of beach-goers in southern California (Hanemann et al. 2002) found that per-person per-trip expenditures on beach related items and services were $23.19 ($25.18 in 2005 dollars) for beach-goers who took at least one trip in the summer of 2000. In another study by King (CDBW 2002), average beach-related expenditures (excluding gas and automobile costs) were $29.66 ($32.20 in 2005 dollars). While the study by Hanemann et al. (2002) estimates expenditures to only those visitors that actually “touch the sand” at least once during their trip, King (CDBW 2002) includes expenditures by visitors to piers, boardwalks, parks, and restaurants adjacent to beaches.

Visitors to beaches also place a value on beach visits above and beyond what they spend at the beach – the consumer surplus of beach visits. Unlike many marketed goods, access to the beach is largely free (aside from parking fees) in California. Because of the low cost of beach access and the importance of beach recreation to Californians, numerous studies have estimated the consumer surplus of beach-going in California to better measure the total economic value of beaches and beach management in the state. Yet, no study has attempted to compile these values to find an estimate for the total non-market value of beaches in California. As we show below, the value of non-market beach uses is substantial and may even be within an order of magnitude of the market expenditures associated with beach recreation in the state. Failure to fully account for non-market values of beaches in California could lead to explicit and implicit errors in the evaluation of beach projects.

METHODOLOGY

We estimate the total non-market value of beaches in California using a two-step
process. First, we estimate the total beach visitation activity days (herein referred to as beach days) where a beach day represents a visit to one beach by one individual on one day. An estimate of total annual beach days represents the total number of person days spent on the beaches of California in one year. If a visitor goes to the same beach or different California beaches 10 times in one year then it is counted as 10 beach days. Second, we draw from the literature to find what we believe to be a representative range of estimates of value for one day of beach visitation to find the total non-market value of beach visitation for California. The people who visit a beach on a given day may engage in multiple outdoor recreation activities. They swim, sunbathe, walk, jog, view birds and wildlife, or just watch sunsets. Our estimates include beach visits for any recreational activity.

**ESTIMATED TOTAL BEACH DAYS**

A number of different sources estimate beach days for California. King (CDBW 2002, Chapter 3) updates beach attendance figures originally based on a random telephone survey of California households by King and Potepan (1997). Adjusting for increases in state population, King estimates that as many as 378.5 million beach days were made to California beaches by Californians in 2001; these beach days include both day visits and multi-day visits (e.g., by tourists or out of town visitors) to beaches and piers, boardwalks, parks and restaurants adjacent to beaches. Ledyard and Wiley (2001) use data from the National Survey on Recreation and the Environment, a national telephone survey, to estimate that 151.4 million beach days were taken at California beaches in 2000. In addition to telephone surveys, beach attendance records are kept by county and state agencies as well as private firms hired to provide lifeguard services at some southern California beaches. Using lifeguard estimates, the United States Life Saving Association estimates that as many as 146 million beach days were taken at southern California beaches alone (USLA 2002). In another study, Morton and Pendleton (2001) estimate that total beach attendance in Los Angeles and Orange County in 2000 exceeded 79 million beach days. Morton and Pendleton’s estimates, detailed in a report to the State Water Resources Control Board, are taken directly from lifeguard records.

Kildow and Shivendu (2001) use data from the Environmental Protection Agency’s BEACH Watch Program (EPA BEACH) to estimate beach visitation in California. The authors estimate the attendance per mile of beach using EPA BEACH attendance estimates for four different regions of California: northern California, San Francisco Bay area, central California, and southern California, and then extrapolate to get the estimates of attendance for those beaches for which only length is known. The BEACH Watch program of EPA covers only 224 beaches, but the authors supplement the data with other sources including guide books and the California Coastal Commission’s Coastal Access Guide. In all, the authors identify at least 417 California beaches (see appendix for a complete list of beaches) and estimate the attendance at these beaches to be 153.1 million beach days.

The estimates of Kildow and Shivendu are in line with those of the NSRE (2000) estimates, the United States Lifeguard Agency (2002) data and the estimates for beach attendance given by Morton and Pendleton (2001), but are significantly lower than those of King’s estimates for the California Department of Boating and Waterways (2001). It is not clear why the estimates from King diverge so greatly from other estimates. King’s estimates represent and average of more than 10 beach day visits for every resident of the state. The Public Policy Institute of California found that 36 percent of California’s 35.9 million (2004 Census estimate) residents who were surveyed went to the beach more than once per month, while 51 percent of the population went between once and several times each year. For the purposes of this study, we use a conservative estimate of 150 million beach days each year at California beaches with a clear understanding that the total number of beach days made statewide are likely to be larger.

**ESTIMATING THE VALUE OF A BEACH DAY**

No attempt has been made to estimate the aggregate non-market value of beaches for large areas in general, and for California in particular. Aggregating non-market values studies can be complicated if the studies estimate the value of different types of uses (e.g., surfing, swimming or just sunbathing) and the value of uses during different seasons. Fortunately, most studies that have estimated non-market values for beach use in California have estimated the value of a general beach day, usually during the summer. Unfortunately, nearly all of the studies we cite estimate values for southern California beaches. As a result, the potential for extrapolation error in our estimates lies in the degree to which non-market beach values for southern California beaches may not be representative of the values placed on beaches elsewhere in California. Nevertheless, because Kildow and Shivendu (2001) find that more than 85 percent of all beach visits in California are made to beaches in Los Angeles, Orange and San Diego counties, the sensitivity of our results to this geographical extrapolation error are likely to be relatively small.

Two primary methods have been used to value consumer surplus estimates: 1) travel cost methods that use market-based data on travel to beaches, and 2) contingent valuation methods that use survey approaches to elicit the value of beach recreation. Chapman and Hanemann (2001) argue that contingent valuation estimates of California beach visits to date have been flawed and generate unreliable estimates, largely because the contingent valuation surveys often are not site-specific and fail to account for varying travel costs to beaches around the state. We focus the discussion that follows on estimates from the many travel cost studies that have been undertaken to estimate the values of beach days in California.

Travel cost estimates of consumer surplus for beach visits have been employed to estimate the value of beach days, largely along the central and southern California coast. Table 1 provides estimates of consumer surplus values for visits to beaches in California. Consumer surplus estimates range from a low of $10.98 (in 2001 dollars) for a beach day to Cabrillo Beach in Los Angeles County (Lee and Wiley 1993) to a high of greater than $70 (in 2005 dollars) day visits to San Diego beaches (Lew 2002). In 1997, Michael Hanemann estimated the value of the consumer surplus of beach days at Huntington Beach at $15/day visit (in 1997 dollars; Hanemann 1997). Hanemann’s estimate of beach related consumer surplus was later discounted by 10 percent and used as the basis for a jury award regarding lost beach recreation due to the American Trader oil spill (Chapman and Hanemann 2001).

The exact non-market value associated with a beach day depends importantly on the quality of the beach, the season, the geographic location and even water temperature. Similar, the consumer surplus value of a beach day depends on characteristics of the beach-goer, including their age, income and the activities they undertake while at the beach. Detailed data on beach specific non-market values and detailed data about beach-specific at-
tendance and the characteristics of beachgoers at all 471 beaches in the state are not available. Nevertheless, we can begin to better understand the order of magnitude of the non-market value of beaches in California by examining the likely value of beaches using a range of estimates for the economic non-market value for beach days and extrapolating this over the state.

We use both low and high estimates of $15/beach day and $50/beach visit day respectively to estimate a range of potential economic non-market values that may be associated with beach recreation in California. The low estimate for the value of a beach day is based on the court-appointed value of a beach day from the American Trader case (Chapman and Hanemann 2001); the upper limit represents a midpoint between the median beach value found by 1) Leeworthy and Wiley (1993) and Leeworthy (1995), and 2) the median value of the preferred estimates from Lew (2002). (All values are adjusted to dollars in 2005.) Based on a conservative estimate of beach attendance of 150 million beach days annually, we estimate the non-market value of beach visits in California to range from $2.25 billion dollars to $7.5 billion annually.

CONCLUSION
Beach-going is more than just an idle past time in California. Beach-going represents a major economic use of the California coast and ocean and a major contributor to California’s economy. The market value of beach going is widely recognized. Concession stands, paid parking lots, and waterfront restaurants reveal that beachgoers contribute to a thriving coastal market economy. Less obvious, however, is the economic magnitude of beach values that never enter the market. Beaches in California represent a recreational and open space resource that provides a level of public access rarely matched elsewhere in the United States. We estimate that beaches in California continue to produce non-market economic benefits that are likely to be significantly greater than $2 billion annually.

Despite the potentially large economic value of beach recreation in California and the fact that 72 percent of all Californians will visit the beach each year (PPIC 2003), the state does not collect any standardized, consistently estimated data on beach use or beach values. An authoritative record of annual beach visitation does not exist, and the attendance data that are available are estimated based on a variety of methods (Morton and Pendleton 2001), few of which have been rigorously tested for accuracy. Similarly, a statewide non-market valuation of beach recreation has not been undertaken for use values at California beaches. To date, beach valuation studies in the state have been conducted on an ad hoc basis, with only the Southern California Beach Valuation Project (Hanemann et al. 2002; 2003; 2004) attempting a valuation study using standard methods across beaches within an entire region. Without standardized, regularly collected data on beach visitation and non-market beach values, county beach agencies, California Department of Parks and Recreation and coastal municipalities are mostly ignorant regarding the economic health of the beaches and beachgoers within their charge, and have little information about the value of the assets they are managing.
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By far, beach recreation and tourism generate the largest economic values of all economic sectors in the California coastal zone. Both the number of visits to beaches and the number of visits to coastal counties number in the hundreds of millions. Maritime transportation is the largest of the non-tourism commercial sectors. More than one hundred thousand vessel trips are logged in California each year. Beach nourishment activities in California are uncharacteristically small given the level of recreational use along the California coast. During the 1998 El Niño event, market squid harvests fell dramatically in Southern California leading to a weekend closure on squid fishing. Beaches are enjoyed by residents of California and many visitors to the state. According to the National Survey of Recreation and Environment (NSRE) in 2000, about 14.8 million people participated in beach activities in California. Extrapolating from the survey data used in this paper to the entire state of California suggests that 17.8 million residents visited beaches that year. Local day users enjoy a non-market economic benefit from visiting beaches— a value equal to what they would pay to guarantee that these beaches remain available for their use.